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BN AGENT, V

The only thing missing from 
Potter’s Cay Dock is the 
tumbleweed you see rolling 

around in places formerly occupied 
now left desolate.
It’s heart wrenching to pass 
through Potter’s Cay on Saturday’s 

and Sunday’s to see 75% of 
the stall’s closed and the ones 
opened scanty with customers.  
What happened to the robust 
preferred hangout spot for 
many?   We remember there 
were two murders at Potter’s 
Cay that involved  - Page 2

With the increase of 
Bahamians becom-
ing more pissed off 
and fed up with the 
illegal immigration 
problems and more 
specifically towards 
the illegal Haitians; 
there will be louder 
cries and pressure for 
the Government.
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BN Agent, V

The only thing 
missing from 
Potter’s Cay Dock 

is the tumbleweed 
you see rolling around 
in places formerly 
occupied now left 
desolate.

It’s heart wrenching to 
pass through Potter’s 
Cay on Saturday’s and 
Sunday’s to see 75% 
of the stall’s closed 
and the ones opened 
scanty with customers.  
What happened to 
the robust preferred 
hangout spot for many?   
We remember there 
were two murders 
at Potter’s Cay that 
involved persons from 

NEWS

participated and one 
of them we would 
like to highlight is 22 
year old Hon. John 
Bridgewater, who was 
the Youth appointed 
MP for Bain & Grants 
town.  Bridgewater 
who is originally from 
Grand Bahama, is 
the Co-founder & 
CEO of Bluestone 
Technologies Ltd. which 
is a technology based 
company focused 
on enhancing the 
prospects of humanity 
through technology.

Most recently, Mr. 
Bridgewater and his 
team launched the 
world’s first blockchain 
and Ai missing 
person’s registry, 
FindMeBahamas, with 
hopes to help citizens 
find their missing loved 
ones after Hurricane 
Dorian and beyond. 

With so much going 
on negatively with 
our young men and 
with such innovative 
technology we decided 
that someone so young 
should be showcased.  
Congratulations John 
Bridgewater a 22 year 
old young man who is 
rocking the region in 
technology and now 
politics.

BN Agent, V

Every year time is 
set aside for the 
Youth Parliament. 

This mock session is 
geared at featuring the 
talents and possible 
interests of some of 
our youths.   During the 
mock session all seats 
represented are “filled” 
with young people 
including the Speaker 
and Deputy Speaker’s 
seats.

This year even more 
dynamic young people 

a particular lifestyle and 
area.

Since that time the 
Cay hasn’t been the 
same and the vendors 
struggle to stay open 
and their most faithful 
supporters continue to 
patronize their booths.  
It’s depressing that 
more has not been 
done to drive traffic to 
the once popular spot.  
All of our lives Potter’s 
Cay has been a place 
of movement in several 
veins.  There were the 
frequent occupancy 
of the import/export 
vessels and mailboats, 
and then there were 
the conch, fish and 
produce vendors that 
commanded traffic of 

their patrons and then 
the food stalls And 
more recently the food 
vans. Each provided 
cause and support 
that made Potter’s Cay 
boom and thrive both 
day and night.

Now today more than 
6 months after those 
incidents very little 
had been done to 
advance and increase 
the traffic flow again.  
What is visible is the 
Police presence that 
brings with it a sense 
of security but the 
downside is you are not 
allowed to Park in front 
of any stall as the Police 
will ask you to move. 
With vendors rushing 
you to leave and circle 
lest you get a ticket. 
They would rather lose 
the sale than see you 
get a ticket.

To understand the 

Cay you must know 
that from its inception 
customers were always 
able to walk up or drive 
up in front of the stall 
of their choice without 
hindrance.  While we 
drove through Potter’s 
Cay we did observe 
the tow away signs for 
persons parking but no 
signage to not being 
allowed to park in front 
of stall.

These vendors are 
made to pay a rental for 
their space but no one 
including the Transport 
and Agriculture 
Ministries have been 
successful in addressing 
this concern.  The police 
presence is good, let’s 
keep that but don’t 
penalize the vendors 
and patrons by forcing 
customers to circle 
again and again. Once 
people are made to 
circle many will not 

circle back.

There must be a 
deliberate cohesive 
effort made to 
revitalize Potter’s 
Cay Dock otherwise 
the tumbleweed will 
be rolling.  Weekend 
activities should be 
planned to drive traffic 
to the Cay. Other 
initiatives should be 
explored and activator 
but something must 
be done. If not this 
maybe a prime 
example of modern day 
gentrification, and we 
may expect to see a new 
arawak cay/fish fry #2 
when all of the current 
stall owners sell their 
spaces in this drought 
and allow entities to 
rebuild and create a 
new under the dock. 

POTTER’s CAY DOCK A GHOST
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TOWN! IS THIS GENTRIFICATION?

Ai & BlockchAin

MiSSinG PERSon
REGISTRY, LAUNCHED 
BY 22 YEAR OLD 
YOUTH MP 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DhjS1AxssM
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FOR YEARS
THESE 
VENDORS
HAVE BEEN
SUPPLYING 
BAHAMIANS
WITH FRUITS & 
VEGETABLES 

NOW LOCALS ARE 
TAKING A STAND

BN Agent, V

With the 
increase of 
B a h a m i a n s 

becoming more pissed 
off and fed up with 
the illegal immigration 
problems and more 
specifically towards 
the illegal Haitians; 
there will be louder 
cries and pressure for 
the Government to 
address this looming 
problem that is clearly 
becoming out of hand.

It has become difficult 
to live cohesively with 
the illegal Haitians who 
are becoming more 
aggressive in their 
fight to survive and 
stay in the Bahamas.  
Whatever happened to 
you are illegal so stay 
out of sight and have 
little to say.  Not the 
Haitians not only are 
they illegal but they 
are prepared to fight 
or argue for rights 
they DO NOT HAVE 
ENTITLEMENT TO. 
Indeed this is a problem.  

Haitian’s have squatted 
on land off Cowpen for 
many decades and as 
mama would say “the 
chickens have come 
home to roost” and so 
they have. These once 
ago squatters survived 
off the land they illegally 
lived on as they were 

laborers who were once 
allowed to bring other 
family members and 
friends to live on and 
till the land with them 
in exchange for a place 
to live unbothered.

Bahamians in many 
regards were owners 
of the land and their 
greed to defraud 
the Department of 
Immigration allowed 
access to housing to 
people who like the 
Chinese had a plan 
that transcended that 
of being a lifetime 
labourer. Plan they did 
have and their high 
birth rate now reveals 
the plan that was once 
afoot.  As their children 
born in the Bahamas 
were given care and 
intention to being 
properly documented. 
They towed lines and 
took insults to have 
their children births 
recorded, their children 
were immunized, went 
to public school and 
eventually obtained 
citizenship. All while 
some crown land 
owners collected 
rent from them for 
substandard housing 
with no proper facilities 
in place for the disposal 
of bodily waste. Perhaps 
this rental exchange 
gave them some 
feelings of entitlement.

LOCALS COME 
AT

HAITIAN
VEGETABLE &

FRUIT SELLERS
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While we were aware, it 
was as if we were asleep 
perhaps because some 
Politician or close family 
members were owners 
of these lands granted 
on behalf of the Crown.  
Free land abused by 
those granted access 
and occupancy Have 
today created a 
problem that must now 
be addressed.  BN says 
make those crown land 
owners pay and revoke 
their grant to the land

The Haitians are now 
bolder than ever. 
They are selling fruits 
and vegetables on 
Cowpen road without 
proper permits and 
permissions while 
those wishing to do the 
same at BAMSI pop up 
market are only allowed 
to do so having paid a 
small fee and only on 
Saturdays. Unless we 
have taken our glasses 
off there seems to be 
something wrong with 
this picture.  Why haven’t 
the Department of 
Immigration approach 
these vendors that are 
in direct competition 
to true Bahamian 
farmers in the same 
vicinity?  Why haven’t 
Agriculture Officers 
address this issue? 
What about the Ministry 
of Works, Beaches and 
Parks, Environmental 
Health,The Police Force, 

NIB and Business 
License?  All by the way 
must issue permits or 
permissions for the 
structures erected, 
roadside vending and all 
other registrations and 
licenses needed to run 
such operations.  We 
get it that’s someone’s 
livelihood but so are 
the thousands of other 
businesses owned by 
Bahamians required 
to be fully licensed 
in order to operate.

We must be humane in 
our approach BN will 
have it no other way, 
however the laws must 
be enforced. While we 
have spoken about 
the Cowpen Road 
vendors there remain 
other undocumented 
individuals also along 
our streets selling 
water, sodas, phone 
cards and newspapers 
who are not even legal 
yet benefits greatly from 
our great Bahamaland.  
Bahamian be warned 
what you harbor today 
may hunt you and your 
children tomorrow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQS7EHHMXpQ 
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BN Agent, X

We didn’t 

know if it 

was the 

Kalik feeling before or 

after but some would 

do anything to get a 

Kalik which the half has 

not been told. I mean 

who wouldn’t do what 

he did for a Kalik Gold? 

Just saying, thats a huge 

bargain to overcome. 

We can think of maybe 

20 people off of the top 

of our head who would 

be holding a cold one 

right now if that old lady 

drove pass asking for 

directions. 

NEWS

BONGIE
OF THE DAY
IS AWARDED
TO 
WE DO ANYTHING
FOR A COLD ONE

Bahamas News Ma Bey

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
WELL DESERVED! CHEERS!

TRUE BAHAMIANS
WILL DO ANYTHING
FOR A KALIK! 
IF YOU NOT WILLING TOO YOU 

MAY NOT BE A TRUE BAHAMIAN.

Vol. 37, October 28TH, 2019
www.bahamasnewsmabey.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM-xr_1MYh0
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BN Agent, V

While we are 
awaiting the 
treats of 

Halloween BN came 
upon a few tricks, yes 
trucks cause they were 
no treat that we wanted 
to share with you.

The Freaks come out 
at night was the name 
of the song by Whodini 
and boy he did not lie.  
With Halloween just 
days away the festivities 
associated with it has 
already begun...can you 
believe it?

BN saw freaks and yes 
we do mean freaks of all 
sort who went to great 
trouble to transform or 
should we say reveal 
themselves. From the 
looks of things these 

NEWS Bahamas News Ma Bey

early show boats are 
only a peek at what will 
come for the rest of the 
week.  Faint hearted 
beware this is not the 
week to be on Facebook 
lurking because we can 
tell you the freaks will 
be out and they will be 
getting their freak on.

While the freaks show 
themselves this week 
we ask that you be 
responsible in your 
freak out and not hurt 
anyone or yourself. BN 
will be out to see who 
else spazz’s on their 
halloween outfit this 
week as Halloween 
continues. 

Trick or Treat HALLOWEEN IS AROUND THE 
CORNER AND THE COSTUMES ARE ALREADY OUT 

Vol. 37, October 28TH, 2019
www.bahamasnewsmabey.com
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BN Agent, V

In what can only be 

described as some 

high pack action 

film residents in the 

P i n e w o o d / N a s s a u 

Village communities 

must have had mixed 

emotions as we believe 

the dominant emotion 

was fear.

When a high speed 

chase involving 

Cops and suspects 

ripped through those 

communities.  With 

nothing short of a 

miracle no innocent 

was victim to the plight. 

Imagine 2 or 3 or 4 cars 

speeding past you so 

fast that the wind from 

them causes your whole 

body to shake and your 

heart to race so fast 

that you wondered if 

you were an occupant 

in one of the vehicles. 

Back to the story...

lights flashing on the 

patrol car and perhaps 

the siren was on but 

definitely that horn 

that says Police coming 

stand clear.

Chase engaged suspects 

hailing tail, but the Cops 

right behind couldn’t be 

shaken because that 

Cop driver was going 

to stop at nothing. The 

right man was behind 

the wheel that day.  

Cop pursuing, Suspects 

desperate to get away 

increased speed then 

in desperation made 

a turn in someone’s 

yard and their fate was 

sealed as they drove 

into a fence.

TODAYS WEATHER REPORT IS SPONSORED BY! EMAIL US TO GET THIS SPOT! 
EMAIL: info@BAHAMASNEWSMABEY.COM

HIGH SPEED CHASE BUSTING
SHOTS AT tHE POLICE

If that wasn’t enough 

the car engulfed in 

flames the suspects 

emerged “cops and 

robbers style” and open 

fire on the Cops who 

WEATHER
REPORT

returned fire and in 

sheer brilliance injured 

both suspects of the 

car who were taken into 

custody.

OBITZ
&

CLASSIFIEDS
COMING

SOON

EMAIL:x@BAHAMASNEWSMABEY.COM

TO HAVE YOUR LOVED 
ONE ADDED, OR 

VEHICLE FOR SALE
APARTMENT FOR RENT.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-z0tW-Z1KE
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BUSINESS
WANT TO ADVERTISE YOUR COMPANY HERE ? 
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BTc To USD
ToDAY 

1 BiTcoin 
= 

$9,378.37 USD 

Desrouleaux, are from 

Haiti. When September’s 

Category 5 storm hit 

the Bahamas and 

ripped through Haitian 

immigrant settlements, he 

wanted to help. 

“When I first heard about 

the storm, I was shocked 

looking at the footage on 

television,” Derulo tells 

PEOPLE. “I wanted to get 

over there as soon as I 

could.”

“It’s my roots being from 

BN Agent, X

The singer cleared 

debris, spoke 

with government 

officials and met residents, 

but he says relief work 

there is only just beginning 

For Jason Derulo, 

Hurricane Dorian hit close 

to home. 

The musician, 30, was 

raised in Miami and his 

parents, Joel and Jocelyne 

 Jason 
Derulo 
Visits 

Bahamas 
After 

Hurricane 
Dorian

TO
HELP

Miami and being of 

Haitian descent.”

Derulo traveled to the 

Bahamas on Oct. 5 and 

6 with volunteers from 

CORE, Sean Penn’s relief 

organization, and his own 

foundation, Just For You. 

The two organizations 

partnered for the singer’s 

trip, where he visited 

CORE recovery programs, 

clearing debris and 

spending time at Haitian 

settlements.

“I feel like people don’t 

know exactly how bad it 

is,” says Derulo. “When you 

think about the Bahamas, 

you don’t really think 

about devastation. You 

don’t think about it being 

a place where anything 

negative can happen 

because all you think of 

is paradise. Everything is 

gone. It’s surreal and it 

reminds you of a movie, 

like what the apocalypse 

looks like.”

UNCUT!

Vol. 37, October 28TH, 2019
www.bahamasnewsmabey.com
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USA SETS UP TO SEND
MORE MONEY POST HURRICANE DORIAN

BN Agent, V

When “ya 

g e r n 

t h i e f e n ” 

know how you going 

and whose yard “ya 

gerning in” if not cut hip 

will be waiting on you. 

And yes Senior man 

aint having it.  

Imagine you working 

hard for your things 

and some low hanging 

fruit decides you are 

only working to supply 

his needs.  Well one 

such person thought 

that, but little did he 

know Senior man had 

gotten tired and set a 

bait for him.  If dumb 

could’ve gotten any 

dumber than Jackoo he 

to would have touted a 

fresh cut hip.

Senior man had set up a 

young fool, because he 

knew you couldn’t resist 

and just as calculated 

you tipped toe right 

into cut hip central. Can 

someone please call the 

Police cause this one 

over.

BN Agent, V

The US has 

p l e d g e d 

a d d i t i o n a l 

monies to assist with 

the aide relief for 

those of Hurricane 

Dorian.  This additional 

$7.5 million bipartisan 

(both Democrats 

and Republicans) 

Gift confirms the 

US commitment to 

the Bahamas and 

a generous offer of 

goodwill ( total aide 

amount given 33 million 

so far) to a country who 

has been its friends for 

a long time.

With the Chinese 

increase presence it’s 

important for the US 

to maintain a strong 

and more importantly 

a stronger presence 

in our country. As the 

Chines wishes to get 

hold of our natural 

resources and God 

knows whatever else as 

their interest goes far 

beyond this country and 

its people.  Although 

the Chinese have 

purchased properties in 

the Bahamas little more 

can be said about them 

as they seek to employ 

foreign nationals 

rather than authentic 

Bahamians.  

AAdditionally their 

treatment of Bahamians 

has been condescending 

as more recently we 

have seen the Chinese 

physically attack 

Bahamians rather 

than call the police for 

assistance.  

The Bahamas is situated 

just 35 mins from 

Florida and everything 

that goes on in the 

Bahamas should be of 

interest and concerns 

to the US.

This additional $7.5 

million is to assist the 

humanitarian needs of 

those worst affected 

by the storm and this 

should be good news 

to those in East End 

Grand Bahama as they 

were the hardest hit 

in Grand Bahama. We 

are grateful for the 

assistance given as 

we together build a 

stronger Bahamas.

Cut hip, video recorded 

and it has gone viral man 

only thing for this fool 

had left to do is change, 

change his clothes,  

name, address, phone 

number, nationality and 

race. Hope he learn’s 

after totein’ this royal 

slam bam.

Five-year industrial agreement for 
Morton Salt employees 

Vol. 37, October 28TH, 2019
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ofAFxJG1lE 
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WANT TO ADVERTISE YOUR COMPANY HERE ? 
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https://www.gofundme.com/f/1-one-dollar-hurricane-dorian-relief-fund&rcid=r01-156796623661-31adb535194a42ff&pc=ot_co_campmgmt_w
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DEANDRE AYTON SUSPENDED
FOR 25 GAMES

he gets through this one 

well and the mistake 

never happens again to 

our superstar. 

been suspended for 

25 games. Rumor has 

it this suspension is 

going to cost him some 

2.2 million from his 9+ 

million dollar contract 

with the Sun. We hope 

BN Agent, X

Bahamian NBA 

S u p e r s t a r 

Deandre Ayton 

got suspended last 

week by the NBA. 

Because he failed 

his drug test, he has 

Vol. 37, October 28TH, 2019
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https://www.gofundme.com/f/1-one-dollar-hurricane-dorian-relief-fund&rcid=r01-156796623661-31adb535194a42ff&pc=ot_co_campmgmt_w
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